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About This Game

Ruzh Delta Z is a frenzied shoot-em-up which draws inspiration from classics such as Gradius, DoDonPachi, and R-Type.
Shoot your way through perilous stages and wreck thousands of rogue vessels in your quest to become the ultimate pilot.

Features

Intense non-stop shooting action

Bullets, bullets, and more bullets

Nail-biting classic shmup gameplay

Tons of rogue vessels to destroy

Immersive chiptune soundtrack
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ruzh delta z

This is a neutral review based upon my first impressions, which will hopefully change with time, experience, and updates.

My initial complaint is that the "beginner" tutorials do little to explain how to actually use the software. They demonstrate a few
useful features, no doubt, but I'm a newbie trying to give form to my stories. I spent twenty minutes just trying to paint the
skybox layer and still couldn't manage to get it to take a drop of paint. Might just be a PEBCAK error, but I would REALLY
appreciate some, uh, "level zero" tutorials.

. Great game!! I like that you can switch characters in this game. Very good.. nice to look at and you can play at 3 different skill
levels. Very chalenging and very fun!!. Unplayable.. DO NOT BUY. The multiplayer is dead. Pretty much nobody has played
multiplayer since maybe a few months after the game was released.. Where Keyboard settings?. Great tracks, good music. Solid
DLC. The art is great, I can tell they've put a lot of effort into it.

This game has been making regular progress with updates, so I'm confident it will reach final release.
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The graphics is not bad at all, Gameplay is a bit confusing but NO MULTIPLAYER!!!!!!. Very confusing not fun at all dont
recommend dont buy it. Hard to understand, and the hints are awefull. But I guess it's a math-game, which can be fun if you're
in that mood.. This is a cool game, but still too many problems need to fix. I hope the author will fix these issues soon, and I will
give this game another chance.

Issues:
1. Awful airplane control and simulation. It's hard to take off an airplane, and also hard to control the direction.
2. Awful performance, after you fire some artillery, the particle effects will kill your brain.
3. Awful camera control, I can not move the center of the camera, so it's hard to build a huge object.
4. Still need more stable blocks, which won't cracked *easily*.
. Kids love it. Good challenge\/brain teaser puzzle game.
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